Swartz Foundation Fellows for Theory in Neuroscience 2020–2022

The Swartz Founda0on expects to appoint two theorists in early stages of their
career beginning in late summer of this year. Fellowships are in the amount of
$200,000, to be spent over at least two years in support of the Fellow’s salary,
beneﬁts, and research expenses. Postdoctoral candidates should be no more than
six years past their PhD, and applica0ons from groups currently underrepresented
in our community are encouraged.
Candidates should submit — in one mailing — a CV, publica0on list, and research
statement no longer than three pages. The research statement should include a
brief summary of previous work, as well as a vision for the next couple of years.
Applicants must also submit a reference leKer from their prospec0ve mentor as
part of their applica0on. The mentor’s leKer should dis0nguish the postdoc
fellow’s proposal from ongoing research work in that environment.
All materials should be submiKed to fellow.apps@theswartzfounda0on.org by
August 5th, 2020. The Swartz Founda0on highly encourages and intends to favor
research statements that support its current focus on research leading to global
mul0-level brain theories (project descrip0on on the next page). The Swartz
Founda0on hopes to support scien0sts who will mature into leaders of the ﬁeld,
and thus encourages candidates to be bold in their proposals. Please note that
only award recipients will be no0ﬁed about the Fellowship prize.
The Swartz Founda0on was established in 1994, and supports the development of
theore0cal approaches to mind and brain. The Founda0on funds research at
numerous centers around the US, supports conferences, and previously endowed
the annual Swartz Prize for Theore0cal and Computa0onal Neuroscience through
the Society for Neuroscience.

All-Brain Challenge Project
Large-Scale Brain Systems

Over the last several decades, neuroscience has expanded its reach drama0cally
to include cogni0ve, computa0onal, communica0ve, and behavioral approaches
to understanding "how the brain works”, namely, the rela0onship between brain
ac0vity and observable inputs and outputs. The huge diversity of outputs and the
overwhelming complexity of brain structure and physiology make it unlikely that
there will be a single, simple ‘master’ equa0on governing these rela0onships.
However, by relentlessly developing, discovering, and combining new theories,
analy0cal methods, and experimental tools, the level of our understanding has
signiﬁcantly grown from single neurons to sensory percep0on to neural circuits
and beyond. Some notable recent examples include network analysis, deep
learning as a tool for discovery, the development of sophis0cated sta0s0cal
modeling of neural popula0ons, and the rapid development of in vivo highthroughput recording of neurons and sub-second neuromodulator dynamics via
techniques such as Optogenics and calcium imaging. Thus, we can expect the next
several years to yield even further progress as researchers con0nue to scale this
'neural stack' towards an ul0mate understanding of brain func0onality in its
en0rety.
The Swartz Founda0on views as the core of its mission to ac0vely encourage and
support such theory-centric research that shows promise in making great strides
toward achieving this All-Brain “grand challenge” that provides global and mul0level formalism describing how the brain func0ons. Such research may involve, for
example, new theore0cal perspec0ves addressing the behavior and evolu0on of
complex systems, mul0-scale/mul0-layer inves0ga0ons that link cellular and
system proper0es to global ac0vity, and extrac0ng new insights from
breakthrough experimental methods yielding high-throughput data, all making it
possible to propose and conﬁrm new theories that provide deeper understanding
of how the human brain learns, remembers, predicts, plans, and creates.

